
 
 

‘Modern Future Progressive Trance’ by Elevated Trance is a brand-new series featuring an outstanding 
20 x Modern Future Progressive Trance Construction Kits WAV, MIDI, and Presets. 
 
Progressive trance emerged in the 1990s as a subgenre of trance music, characterized by its 
atmospheric soundscapes, deep basslines, and intricate melodies. Unlike its more energetic counterpart, 
uplifting trance, progressive trance often emphasizes a slower build-up and a more subtle climax, 
allowing for greater emotional depth. The tracks typically range between 128 and 132 BPM, merging 
elements from house and techno, resulting in a more groove-oriented sound. Pioneering artists like 
Sasha & Digweed and Paul van Dyk played pivotal roles in its evolution. Today, progressive trance 
maintains its distinct identity, blending ethereal atmospheres with innovative electronic beats, 
captivating listeners with its entrancing journey. 
 
These kits will give you a great start to your next epic anthem or could be a great addition to your 
existing projects to give you that edge you’ve been looking for. 
 
The kits contain three folders MIDI, Wav & Presets, the Wav folder contains all the stems needed to 
re-create what you hear in the demo for that kit, and the MIDI folder contains all the MIDI files for that 
kit to change notes or sounds when you are creating your new anthem and the Preset folder contains all 
the presets used with the MIDI files for each kit. 
 
The presets in this pack are FREE they are used as a starting point for each kit but may contain 
duplications or similar sounds.  



 
Product Details: 
 
20 x Outstanding Modern Future Progressive Trance Construction Kits. 
All WAV Files are 24-bit. 
MIDI Files for Each Kit. 
Wet & Dry Wav Stems for Each Kit. 
Demo Mix Down of Each Kit. BPM 128 - 134 & Key Info Labelled on Each Kit Folder. 
Professionally Produced. 
100% Royalty-Free. 
558 x Total Files. 
296 x Wav Files (24-bit). 
101 x MIDI Files. 
149 x Spire Presets. 
12 x Serum Presets. 
1.96GB Zipped. | 2.73GB Unzipped. 
 
Synth Presets Compatibility: 
 
Please Use Spire 1.1.17 Or Higher. 
Please Use Serum 1.36b8 Or Higher. 
 


